
Conflict and ResolutionReception

Reading & Writing:
Children will be learning two texts to 
help them understand what makes us 
the same and different. First they will 
be learning about Paignton and then 
they will learn a text about Turkey! We 
will also be practising the story of the 
Nativity and learning songs.  

Children will continue to develop their 
reading skills through daily RWI 
sessions and we will see them start to 
apply these skills in their writing. They 
also have daily story sessions with 
teachers to help promote a love of 
reading.

Maths:
We will be learning numbers 0-5! We will be 
using Numberblocks to support our learning 
of these numbers. The children will be 
exploring different representations of the 
numbers i.e. tens frame, dice, day-to-day 
objects. We will be practising and 
consolidating skills such as 1:1 counting and 
recognising small groups of objects without 
needing to count them. 
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Essential Question: Is everyone the same?
Call to action: To identify what makes us the same and different

About this unit: In this unit children will focus on Personal, Social and Emotional Development, Expressive Art and Design and develop their 
Understanding of the World.
Children will be learning all about their local area, Paignton. They will explore the local attractions and they will also use our new 
map skills to find where Paignton is on a map. We will consider some of the things that are associated with Paignton such as local 
foods. We will then compare our local area with another part of the world. This will be Turkey, as we have links to Turkey within 
our school. We will be comparing the similarities and differences between Paignton and Turkey. They will be finding Turkey on a 
world map, exploring how you could travel there and tasting and making turkish food. Children will also explore Turkish artwork 
and listen to turkish music. We will also look at the similarities and differences of how special celebrations are celebrated in each 
country such as Christmas and explore different faiths. 

Physical Development
This term we will be exploring different ways of 
moving. We will also be having P.E sessions 
with Mr Blacker and Mr Saunders to help 
further our skills with throwing and catching 
and negotiating space.


